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 is a perfect square for all m j i    1 and such a set is called a Diophantine -m-tuple with property D(n).Many mathematicians considered the problem of the existence of Diophantine quadruples with the property D(n) for any arbitrary integer n [1] and also for any linear polynomial in n. Further, various authors considered the connections of the problems of Diophantus, Davenport and Fibonacci numbers in .
In this paper, we exhibit three non-extendable special Diophantine triples (a,b,c) such that the product of any two elements of the set minus with their sum and increased by a polynomial with integer coefficients is a Perfect square.That is in section II.1,non-extendable D(17) dio-triple is considered. In section II.2, D(-5n) special dio-triple is considered and it is shown that it cannot be extended to special dio-quadruple. In section II.3, non-extendable D(5-6n) special dio-3-tuple is considered. 
II. METHOD OF ANALYSIS

III.CONCLUSION
In this paper, considering a special dio-2-tuple with polynomial members satisfying the property D(17),D(-5n) and D(5-6n) in turn , it is shown that each cannot be extended to special dio-quadruple with corresponding property. To conclude, a dio-2-tuple with members represented by special numbers, namely, polygonal number, star number, jacobsthal number and so on, may be considered with suitable property and may attempt to extend each of them to Diophantine quadruple, Diophantine quintuple and so on. 
